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Redefining Debit, the
Economy and You

S

et in Austin, the 2009 PULSE Conference, Debit ReDefined, will reveal
methods used by best-in-class debit issuers to generate maximum
revenue through greater debit card penetration, activation and use. 		
But that is just the beginning. The conference also will deliver information
on emerging debit products and technologies, customer segmentation and
marketing strategies, advances in debit fraud prevention and more. 		
		“We have packed a week’s worth of education, technology and networking into three days,” said Cindy Ballard, PULSE executive vice president,
communications and marketing. “The conference sessions, exhibit hall and
other activities offer you the opportunity to explore new ideas and solutions
to increase debit usage and boost debit-generated revenue.”			
The conference will begin with a special Insights & Solutions Forum
featuring powerful presentations on Generation Y and Debit, Building
Lasting Brands and Connecting with Customers. Best-selling author Jason
Ryan Dorsey – known as The Gen Y Guy® – will reveal specific actions businesses can adopt to maximize satisfaction and loyalty for this important
customer segment. Theresa McLaughlin, group executive vice president of
Citizens Financial Group, Inc., will share how consumer and colleague input
helped Citizens Bank create effective marketing programs and “operationalize” its brand. And marketing consultant and brand expert Steve Yastrow
will share solid ideas for creating and sustaining meaningful “we” relationships with your customers.
		The Forum is free with conference registration, but seating is limited.
Sign up today to reserve your spot. Details and registration for the Forum
can be found online at www.pulsenetwork.com/conference.
		Additionally, attendees will enjoy three dynamic keynote speakers and
ample time in the exhibit hall.
(continued on page 6)

Taking Your “EFT Temperature”
By Stan Paur, PULSE Chairman

T

he other evening over dinner, I was speaking with a banker
about his institution’s debit card program. I asked, “How
many transactions do your debit cardholders perform on
average every month?” When he said they averaged 19 transactions

Credit Union
Reaps Rewards
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per month, I asked whether he was aware that this is very high,
considering that the average financial institution’s active cardholders perform only about 16 transactions per month, according
to the PULSE 2008 Debit Issuer Study.
(continued on page 10)
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VIEW FROM THE TOP

Dear PULSE Participant,

A

2008 study by Cisco Systems concludes that payments represent up to 45 percent
of financial institution revenue and as much as 40 percent of operating profits.
While income from debit is only one component of the payments landscape, the

value of debit cannot be ignored since it continues to be the fastest growing form of
payment.
Financial institutions should routinely evaluate their debit programs in terms of
bottom-line performance and account holder satisfaction. This evaluation should
include benchmarking your debit network relationships against competing options

Dave Schneider

available in the market.
PULSE periodically evaluates its debit fee structure in relation to the value we

“With almost three
decades of service,
PULSE has distinguished
itself as one of the
nation’s leading debit
networks. Our long
success stems from a
steadfast commitment
to providing highly
competitive debit
products and
outstanding customer
service.”

offer all network participants, with our goal being that our fees are both fair and
competitive.
On April 1, 2009, we will implement several changes to our fees, including:
• Adjustments to our PIN POS debit interchange fees;
• Revisions to our PINless Bill Pay interchange fee structure;
• A reduction in ATM interchange fees for PULSE domestic cash withdrawals;
• The introduction of ATM acquirer interchange fees for PULSE international 		
		 transactions as a result of Discover Financial Services’ acquisition of the 		
		 Diners Club network; and
• The introduction of a highly competitive tiered ATM switch fee structure.
Collectively, the adjustments to PULSE’s interchange rates for PIN POS debit and
PINless Bill Pay transactions are projected to increase the average interchange
revenue paid to PULSE issuers (see accompanying article, page 8). In addition, the
inclusion of internationally issued Diners Club cards in the PULSE network represents
an additional revenue opportunity for PULSE ATM acquirers.
PULSE’s new participant fees reflect our continued commitment to remaining
competitive and delivering value to all network participants. With almost three
decades of service, PULSE has distinguished itself as one of the nation’s leading debit
networks. Our long success stems from a steadfast commitment to providing highly
competitive debit products and outstanding customer service. Participating PULSE
organizations benefit from our highly reliable switching and settlement, advanced
fraud detection services and personal relationship service.
Thank you for your continued support of PULSE, the PIN debit network that truly
works for you.
Sincerely,

Dave Schneider
President
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COMING SOON...
PULSE Debit Performance Webcast Series

Reducing Chargeback Losses

W

ith debit cardholders initiating
a growing number of chargebacks, it is more important
than ever that financial institutions
understand this issue, which has a
direct effect on debit program profitability. PULSE’s first Debit Performance
Webcast Series of 2009 will help network participants unravel complicated
chargeback procedures and minimize
fraud losses.
“This series is designed to equip
debit card issuers with information
needed to minimize losses due to
cardholder disputes,” said Steve Sievert,
PULSE senior vice president, communications and marketing. “We offer

professional development opportunities
such as the Debit Performance Webcast
Series to help PULSE participants make
the most of their debit card programs.”
The three webcasts will take place
May 14, May 21 and June 4 from 1:00 to
2:00 p.m., Central Time. The series
presenter and moderator will be Paul
Tomasofsky, president of Two Sparrows
Consulting, LLC.
The first session will include an
overview of current risk areas and
mitigation strategies. Tomasofsky will
review recent compromises and offer
suggestions on how to handle disputes.
The second session will include an
overview of operational and regulatory

issues related to chargebacks. Recent
changes to Visa, MasterCard and
Discover operating rules will be discussed to update participants on issues
that may affect the daily processing of
chargebacks.
The final session will be a panel
discussion on chargebacks. Experts will
address recent changes in the field and
answer participants’ questions via the
online chat feature.
Tomasofsky is a well-known
payment systems executive with 25
years’ experience in retail financial
services. His firm, Two Sparrow
Consulting, specializes in all aspects
of payment systems.

PULSE Launches 2009 Ad Campaign

P

ULSE has introduced an all-new
advertising campaign for 2009. You
can see the new advertisements in
American Banker, ABA Banking
Journal, Credit Union Times, Credit
Union Magazine and other prominent
national and regional publications, as
well as many leading state association
and league publications.
“Our new ads have been designed
to encourage financial institutions to
rethink debit,” stated Steve Sievert,
PULSE senior vice president, communications and marketing. “We believe
financial institutions of all sizes and
types can get everything they want in
one PIN debit network, namely PULSE.”
Rethink Debit. Think PULSE.
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Processors Deliver for PULSE
Collaboration Helps Drive Network Participation in 2008

P

ULSE processors continue to help
achieve the goal of expanding the network by bringing in new participants.
PULSE recognizes those processors that
have made the greatest contribution along
this path for 2008.
“We are proud that these top five
processors – Elan, Fifth Third Processing
Solutions, Jack Henry & Associates,

Fidelity National Information Services
and Fiserv EFT – have continued to build
network participants, and have maintained
exceptional service levels for financial
institutions,” said Rich Green, senior
manager, business development at PULSE.
“Following a year of unprecedented
changes in the financial services industry,
PULSE is very appreciative that our 		

processors remain focused on growing
their organizations and serving their customers – our participants,” said Warren
Coles, PULSE executive vice president,
operations. “PULSE is pleased to recognize
the same group of top five processors for
2007 again for 2008. They are truly leaders
in this field.”

®

Elan Financial Services
Elan, a leading EFT processor with more
than 40 years of experience, provides a full
range of secure ATM and debit processing
solutions, as well as all the necessary
support and enhanced services, to financial institutions and independent sales
organizations. This experienced national
provider owns and operates the MoneyPass surcharge-free ATM network and the
Fastbank ATM network.

Fifth Third Processing Solutions
This electronic payment processing 		
division of Fifth Third Bancorp is 		
headquartered in Cincinnati, Ohio. The
organization, one of the nation’s oldest and
largest transaction processors, handles
ATM and debit card processing, ATM
driving, card production and debit card
portfolio management for both national
and global financial institutions.

Jack Henry & Associates, Inc.
This leading provider of integrated 		
technology solutions and data processing
services is based in Monnett, Missouri.
Jack Henry offers client-centric solutions
that include enterprise-wide automation
and both in-house and outsourced operating environments. The organization provides each financial institution client with
a single point of contact for support and
accountability.

Fidelity National Information Services
Headquartered in Jacksonville, Florida,
Fidelity National Information Services
(FIS) is a leading provider of core financial
institution processing, card issuer and
transaction processing services to the
financial industry. The organization 		
maintains a strong global presence, 		
serving financial institutions in more than
80 countries, and has processing and
technology relationships with 40 of the
top 50 global banks.

Fiserv EFT
Fiserv EFT provides comprehensive ATM
and debit processing services to more than
2,800 financial institutions across the
United States. Fiserv owns the ACCEL/
Exchange Network, operates 19,500 ATMs
and processed approximately 5.4 billion
ATM and debit transactions in 2007, 		
making it one of the largest financial
transaction processors in the nation.

258%
The increase in

crimeware-spreading
Web addresses detected in the
second quarter of

2008

compared with the same
period in 2007
– Anti-Phishing Working Group
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PRODUCT FOCUS

The BancVue
Advantage
Altra Federal Credit Union Reaps Rewards from
High-Performance Checking

P

ULSE continues to explore new products and services in an effort to assist
its participants in increasing core
deposits and maximizing the value of debit.
PULSE recently established a referral relationship with BancVue.
Founded in 2003, BancVue offers a
high-interest-rate checking account program known as REWARDChecking to
community banks and credit unions. A
typical program features free checking, a
high interest rate, no minimum balance
requirement and ATM fee refunds. Financial
institutions select the combination of
account requirements that they believe
will maximize fee revenue and minimize
service costs for their institution.
Altra Federal Credit Union, based in
Wisconsin, partnered with BancVue in
September of 2007 to implement the
REWARDChecking program. Since the
implementation, Altra has experienced
extraordinary account growth.
“After implementing REWARDChecking,
which we call Altra Plus Checking, we have
received an additional $45-50 million in new

deposits,” said Mary Isaacs, senior vice
president and CFO of Altra. “We have about
2,600 new members who opened Altra Plus
Checking accounts, more than 4,200 existing members who transferred their
accounts to Altra Plus and 600 existing
members who opened new checking
accounts as a direct result of the program.”
To request information about BancVue,
contact your PULSE relationship manager,
or call 800-420-2122.
Further information on Altra’s program
will be presented by Angela Hannum at the
PULSE Conference.

DebitFacts.org Promotes Smart Spending

N

ow more than ever, consumers are
striving to spend their money wisely
and save as much as possible. Debit
cards are a great tool for anyone who
wants to track their purchases and stick
to a monthly budget.
That’s why PULSE’s consumer-oriented
Web site, www.DebitFacts.org, has added a
new video about spending smarter with
debit cards.
“No matter where you are in life … you
can use online banking to track your debit
card purchases instantly, allowing you to
keep track of your spending and set aside
money for savings,” says the DebitFacts

spokesperson following the video’s
increasingly familiar www.DebitFacts.org
theme song.
The Web site’s videos are designed
to be both educational and entertaining,
providing consumers with useful information about debit card usage. PULSE 		
participants are encouraged to link their
Web sites to www.DebitFacts.org or direct
their debit cardholders to the site, where
the new video is posted on the home page.
To view the new video about 		
spending wisely with debit cards, visit
www.DebitFacts.org.
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Looking to
reduce costs
and
increase
debit
revenue?

Hear how
Discover ®
Network Debit
helped
Central
National Bank do
just that.

To listen to the podcast,
simply go to
www.DiscoverNetwork.com/debit
and click on the
Discover Network Podcast link.

www.pulse-eft.com

Dave Schneider

Geoffrey Colvin

Jim Cichy

Larry Winget

Opening Session

Closing Session

Redefining Debit

The Truth Be Told

In this session, PULSE President Dave
Schneider will discuss the current state of
the debit industry and the importance of
continually rethinking your debit program
in an evolving market.
The topics Schneider will cover include
strategies to develop a high-performing
debit card portfolio, ways to effectively
combat fraud, the evolution of emerging
payments technologies and how to 		
maximize debit profitability in the midst of
a challenging economic environment.

The “pitbull of personal development,”
Larry Winget, is the best-selling author of
Shut Up, Stop Whining & Get a Life and The
New York Times best seller It’s Called Work
for a Reason! A professional speaker, author
and TV personality, Winget is a philosopher
of success who is unique in every way. He
will challenge you to make changes and take
control.

Keynote Presentation
Today’s Business News,
Tomorrow’s Trends
Whether he is interviewing CEOs of the
world’s most high-profile companies,
pondering the unfolding events on Wall
Street or analyzing the global economic
woes, Geoffrey Colvin, senior editor-atlarge, FORTUNE magazine, is a respected
voice in the business world.
Colvin has a remarkable ability to look at
the news of the moment and explain which
events signify major trends – and what those
trends mean. His groundbreaking new book,
Talent Is Overrated: What Really Separates
World-Class Performers From Everybody
Else, has quickly become a national 		
bestseller.
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Concurrent Sessions

Presentations in three concurrent
sessions will provide attendees with the
latest information on a wide range of debitcentric topics.

Session A
Thursday, May 7, 2009
Fraud Detection and Prevention –
Tools for Security Success
Riley Peveto, First State Bank of Mineral Wells
Jim Richardson, K3DES
Jim Cichy, PULSE
Hackers are turning up the heat on
stealing money from your debit customers.
What can your institution do to hinder these
criminals? This session will begin with a
recent account of fraudulent activity by Riley
Peveto, president and CEO of First State
Bank of Mineral Wells. He will share the
risks his financial institution faced, the
measures it took to lessen losses and the
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Lee Wetherington

Tony Hayes

lessons learned for future prevention. In
addition, Jim Richardson of K3DES, an
authority on electronic payments security,
and Jim Cichy, debit fraud management
expert from PULSE, team up to expose this
year’s debit fraud techniques and present
some formidable defensive practices. Learn
what the future of fraud holds for financial
institutions and how to protect your assets
and cardholders.

Everywhere Payments – Mobile,
P-to-P and Beyond
Lee Wetherington, Goldleaf Financial Solutions
Are mobile payments coming? Which
form or model will prevail? How will my
card franchises be affected? And what about
Secure Vault Payments, Back Office
Conversion of checks and retail remote
deposit? Will card payment options finally
come to financial institutions’ online bill pay,
and will third-party “charge it” services
help or hurt fee income? What about prepaid and stored-value applications? What
does it all mean? Join us for a survey of
emerging payments technologies, and learn
what you must to navigate ongoing shifts in
the way money moves.

Session B
Thursday, May 7, 2009
Debit 2.0 – Managing Through the
Economic Downturn
Tony Hayes, Oliver Wyman
How has the recession affected debit
card use, and what does the future hold?

Tracy Kitten

Dana Sisk

Angela Hannum

Gabriel Krajicek

ATMs and Other Financial Touch
Points in an Unpredictable Economy

institutions have yet to maximize the full
potential of debit as a key customer touch
point. This session will examine current
debit trends, such as a slowing of debit’s
torrid growth rate, and discuss ways to
maintain and grow your current cardholder
portfolio. In addition, hear firsthand from two
financial institutions about how they are
revitalizing their debit card portfolios,
increasing their customer bases and deploying marketing tools to boost profitability.

Tracy Kitten, ATM Marketplace
Gene Polito, Financial Technologies Solutions
International

Session C
Friday, May 8, 2009

Learn how new economic realities are
impacting the debit card market and hear
about tactics to strategically position your
financial institution in the years ahead. Best
practices from the 2009 Debit Issuer Study
will be shared, along with financial institution insights into the current state of the
debit card industry.

The ATM and financial self-service
industries have not been shielded from the
economic recession that is adversely affecting companies throughout the world, but the
industries may have a resilience that other
financial touch points do not. In fact, the
economic downturn could present new
opportunities in ATM deployments and
services for financial institutions and independent ATM deployers. Tighter government
oversight and regulations are expected, but
institutions that understand how to monitor
and adjust early to changing market trends
will be the businesses that sustain.

Realizing the Full Potential of Debit
Dana Sisk, Navy Army Federal Credit Union
James Braddock, UMB Bank
Do you know that debit cards are the
second largest non-interest fee generator
for financial institutions? Despite debit’s
unquestioned importance to the financial
health of banks and credit unions, many

Recreating Rewards – Increase
Core Deposits through Product
Innovation
Angela Hannum, Altra Federal Credit Union
Gabriel Krajicek, BancVue
In an increasingly competitive marketplace, it is vital that financial institutions
offer products to influence customer behavior. A leader in providing high-interest-rate
checking accounts, BancVue is helping
financial institutions attract new account
holders, bring in new deposits and retain
customers with its unique REWARDChecking
solution. In this session, learn how BancVue
is helping its customers generate millions in
core deposits and decrease costs. Also, hear
firsthand how BancVue partner institution
Altra Federal Credit Union used BancVue’s
marketing strategies and technology to
dramatically grow its deposit base.
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Judith McGuire

Paul Tomasofsky

The PULSE Advantage – Making the
Most of Your Network Participation
Judith McGuire, PULSE
PULSE prides itself on working with
financial institution participants to ensure
they are capitalizing on the security, 		
efficiency and convenience offered by debit
cards. In this session, attendees will learn
about the many products and services
available to all PULSE participants.
Offerings to be discussed include fraud
prevention services, new mobile banking
and surcharge-free ATM programs,
Discover® Network Debit and the availability
of professional development programs
throughout the year. Attend this session to
make the most of your PULSE participation.

Taking Charge of Chargebacks
Paul Tomasofsky, Two Sparrows Consulting
Does your organization have an effective
process in place to help minimize fraud
losses? This session will highlight the risks
associated with signature-based transactions and offer operational fundamentals
and chargeback procedures to improve the
way you handle customer disputes. Visa,
MasterCard and Discover operating rules
will be discussed to minimize confusion in
the daily processing of disputes.

pulsenetwork.com

TSYS: New PULSE Direct Connect

T

SYS, one of the world’s largest global
payments services companies, has
become a direct processor on the
PULSE network. TSYS offers its clients
a broad range of issuer- and acquirerprocessing technologies that support
consumer finance, credit, debit, debt management, healthcare, loyalty and prepaid
services for financial institutions and retail
companies.
TSYS’ ability to directly process transactions on the PULSE network is one of a
number of changes it has made to further
strengthen its debit offering. TSYS’ debit
solution provides processing that includes

a wide range of value-added services and is
highly cost-effective, with credit, signature
debit and PIN debit on a single platform.
“TSYS strives to provide its customers
with unmatched flexibility, control and
service quality. From authorization speed
and fraud management to marketing services and loyalty, TSYS offers an end-toend debit offering, and we are pleased to
expand our list of services to include a
connection to the PULSE network,” said
Sarah Hartman, senior director of payment
solutions for TSYS.
Based in Columbus, Georgia, TSYS
has local offices around the world. The

company does business in 75 countries,
serving more than 300 clients worldwide,
including more than half of the top 20
global banks.
“TSYS is a widely known and well
respected payments services provider, and
PULSE welcomes the ability to offer network services to the processor’s financial
institution clients,” said Rich Green, PULSE
senior manager, business development.
For more information on establishing a
direct processing connection to PULSE,
contact Green at 601-605-2657.

2009 Network Pricing
Revisions Affect PIN Debit, ATM and PINless Bill Pay Fees

P

ULSE has completed its annual pricing
review and is making several adjustments to network fees, effective April
1, 2009. These changes include revisions to
selected PIN debit, ATM and PINless Bill
Pay switch and interchange fees.
The new pricing was communicated to
the primary contacts of participating financial institutions, processors, ISOs and
registered merchants in January via letter
or e-mail. Revised Participant and Acquirer
Fee Schedules are available on PULSE’s Web
site at www.pulsenetwork.com (participant
log-in is required).
Collectively, the changes are expected
to increase the average interchange revenue
paid to PULSE financial institution participants on PIN debit and PINless Bill Pay
transactions. The increase for each institution will depend on where and how its
account holders use their debit cards.

PULSE ATM volume for the previous calendar year (issuer volume only). In addition, U.S. ATM acquirers that participate
in PULSE will soon begin to earn revenues on transactions made with internationally issued Diners Club cards.
PULSE’s new PINless Bill Pay pricing
includes new pricing for utilities, as well
as other adjustments. The changes are
designed to enhance PINless Bill Pay’s
value as an alternative to
ACH and paper-based
payments.
And finally, the revisions to PULSE’s PIN
debit tiered interchange
fee components include a
new, lower cap on petroleum interchange.
PULSE will be working with processors to
implement these fee
Fee Refinements
changes. Merchant tier
PULSE is also reducing ATM interchange assignments have been
on domestic monetary transactions and
communicated to 		
moving to a highly competitive tiered ATM
switch fee structure. Switch-fee tiers will be
based on each issuer’s average monthly
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registered PULSE merchants and their
processors, and issuer ATM switch fee tier
assignments will be communicated to
PULSE financial institutions and issuer
processors by March 1, 2009.
If you have any questions regarding
these revisions, please contact your PULSE
account manager, or call the client services
team at 877-247-8573.
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A Greener Credit Card

Y

ou recycle, turn down the heat in the
winter and buy energy-efficient
appliances. Maybe you even drive a
hybrid vehicle. So what’s the next step for
an environmentally conscious consumer
like yourself? A biodegradable Discover®
Card.
Discover Financial Services has introduced the only biodegradable consumer
credit card available in the U.S. The card is
made of biodegradable poly-vinyl chloride,
99 percent of which is safely absorbed
when exposed to landfill conditions.
“The card plastic will begin to break
down in soil, water, compost or wherever
microorganisms are present, with it fully

degrading within five years,” said Discover
in a press release.
Discover offers cardmembers an
additional opportunity to help protect the
environment by opting for paperless statements. In 2008, PULSE’s parent company
sent nearly 14 million paperless statements,
which helped save an estimated 4.6 million
pounds of paper.
The biodegradable card provides the
same features and benefits as all Discover
Card cash rewards cards, such as:
• Cashback Bonus® program
• Rewards when shopping online
		 through ShopDiscover
• Award-winning customer service
• Advanced fraud protection
• Best-in-class travel benefits
Consumers can apply for the card by
calling 1-800-DISCOVER (1-800-347-2683).
Discover Cardmembers can request a new
biodegradable card by calling the same
number or visiting www.discovercard.com.

T

DEBIT NEWS MINUTE

PULSE Participants Support
Texas Governor’s Mansion
Restoration
Independent Bankers Association of
Texas
Plains Capital Bank and American Bank
of Texas, both PULSE participants, have
joined the Independent Bankers
Association of Texas and Texas First
Lady Anita Perry in raising funds to help
rebuild the Texas governor’s mansion.
The historical structure was heavily
damaged by arson in 2008.

Data Breach Costs Rise
CardLine
The average cost of data breaches for U.S.
organizations was $202 per compromised
record in 2008 – an 11 percent increase
over 2006 – according to a Ponemon
Institute study. The average total cost per
breach exceeded $6.6 million last year, up
more than 40 percent from 2006. The vast
majority (88 percent) of survey participants’ breaches were caused by employee
negligence, the most-common type of
which was lost laptops.

Fraud Techniques Becoming More
Sophisticated

PULSE SAS 70
Available on Web
he Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council requires that
PULSE and other financial transaction processors undergo a periodic audit of
internal procedures and controls.
This audit, conducted in accordance
with Statement on Auditing Standard No.
70 – or SAS 70 – assesses the design and
effectiveness of an organization’s internal
controls over the processing of other organizations’ transactions. It covers such subjects as an overview of the PULSE network
operation, a risk assessment and a description of PULSE’s monitoring and control
environment.

DNM

PULSE is pleased to note that it has
completed its current SAS 70, covering the
period from November 1, 2007 to October
31, 2008.
You can view the complete recent
PULSE SAS 70 report on the PULSE Web
site, www.pulsenetwork.com, in the
Compliance area (login is required).
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American Banker
A new type of computer attack has
emerged in which hackers illegally gain
control of the domain name of a financial
services company. One such company’s
Web site was taken over briefly in
December, and the perpetrators attempted
to install malware on Web site users’
computers. Security experts expect this
form of attack to become more common
in 2009.

www.pulse-eft.com

Taking Your “EFT Temperature” (continued from page 1)

Stan Paur, PULSE Chairman

Naturally, this banker was pleased to
know his institution was performing better
than its peers. It occurred to me that most
bank and credit union executives probably
have never really taken stock of their debit
card programs. This may be because they
are not sure what questions to ask or where
to look for comparisons.
With this in mind, below are some
fundamental questions you might ask that
will help your institution gauge the “temperature” of its debit card program.
It may surprise you to learn that the
average for all of the financial institutions
surveyed for the Debit Issuer Study falls

Evaluating Your Debit Program
1. What percentage of your institution’s eligible account holders have debit cards?
A.
B.
C.
D.

<59%
60-69%
70-79%
80%+

2. What percentage of those debit cardholders use their card at least once
per month?
A.
B.
C.
D.

within the C answer ranges for each of those
questions. Where does your institution’s
debit program lie?
If your answers were primarily Cs and
Ds, you are doing very well. Where you
answered A or B, there is potential for
improvement in your debit program’s results.
In addition to the program fundamentals
outlined in these questions, there is still
significant upside for debit as consumers
continue to shift away from cash and checks
and use cards for transactions such as bill
payments and lower-value payments. After
all, more than one-third of payments are
still made using cash and checks. The low
penetration of debit cards among businesses
also represents a growth opportunity for
debit.
Debit is expected to remain a favored
payment method among consumers, even in
the current economic climate. People like
the “pay as you go” aspect of debit, making
it an effective tool for managing spending.
So take your institution’s “EFT temperature”
and let the results guide your next move.

<39%
40-49%
50-59%
60%+

3. How many transactions do your active debit cardholders perform each month, 		
on average?
A.
B.
C.
D.

72%

<9
10-13
14-17
18+

The proportion of

4. What is your annual rate of growth for debit transactions?
A.
B.
C.
D.

top 25 U.S. banks

<10.9%
11.0-12.9%
13.0-14.9%
15.0%+

that offer

5. What percentage of your card base is composed of business debit cards?
A.
B.
C.
D.

<4%
4.0-5.5%
5.6-6.9%
7.0%+
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customer-specified
alerts
following changes to
personal information
– Javelin Strategy & Research
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Wisconsin Institutions Extend
Network Participation

T

wo PULSE participants in Wisconsin
have signed new, long-term network
participation agreements.

Park Bank, Madison
A PULSE participant since 2002, Park
Bank will continue to use the network for
ATM and PIN debit network services, as
well as for PULSE Debit Solutions® signature debit processing. The $800 million
bank has 11 branch locations in the
Madison area.
“Our familiarity with the value and
service provided by PULSE led us to the
decision to continue to serve our account
holders’ debit needs through our relationship with the network,” said Sandra
Schettl, senior vice president of operations
for Park Bank.

Altra Federal Credit Union, 		
La Crosse
A network participant since 2005, Altra
Federal Credit Union will use PULSE

exclusively for PIN debit
transactions. The $625 million
institution has 14 branches in
Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Tennessee, Texas, Kentucky
Arkansas, Colorado and 		
New Jersey.
“PULSE’s national debit
reach and broad merchant
acceptance provide the coverage
needed for Altra to use the
network exclusively for PIN
debit, and we look forward to
deepening our relationship with
PULSE,” said Mary Isaacs,
senior vice president and CFO
of Altra.
“PULSE has a history of and commitment to serving Wisconsin financial institutions, and we are pleased that Park Bank
and Altra Federal Credit Union have chosen to continue their relationships with our
network under new, long-term agreements,”
said Leah Henderson, PULSE executive

vice president. “Our success in re-signing
existing participants and winning new
ones is evidence of the value PULSE brings
to participants’ debit card programs.”

PULSE Bids Farewell to Stan Paur

A

fter almost three decades, PULSE is
preparing to say goodbye to its chairman and long-time leader, Stan Paur.
Before being named to his current
position in March 2006, Paur served as
president and CEO of the company for
23 years. Effective March 31, he is leaving
PULSE to pursue another opportunity.
“I could fill a book with the wonderful
experiences I’ve had over the past quarter
century,” says Paur. “By fate or sheer luck,
we assembled a bunch of hard-working
and fun-loving people at PULSE. We built
a great company and, in the process,
enjoyed some great times.”
When asked to contemplate his tenure
at PULSE, Paur had this to say:
“I think about the many wonderful
friends I have made at, and through,

PULSE over the years – fellow employees,
directors, financial institution executives,
consultants and vendors – not just casual
acquaintances, but lifelong friends who I
came to know as a result of my work at
PULSE. Those friendships are very special
to me.”
In addition to his role at PULSE, Stan
has been a leader in the electronic payments
industry. From 1986 to 1992, he served as
chairman of the Shared Networks
Executives Association. He was chairman
of the Maestro USA board of directors from
1991 to 1996, and served on the board of the
Electronic Funds Transfer Association. He
also has served in an advisory role to many
associations and organizations, and has
been a frequent speaker at both national
and international forums.
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“The thing that I will always take the
greatest satisfaction in is the fact that I,
along with many great people at PULSE,
was given the opportunity to create a
convenience that millions of people now use
daily – a service that literally changed the
way people bank, shop and transact business,” said Paur. “What PULSE did impacted
people’s lives in a very positive way. It is
hard not to feel pride and take satisfaction
knowing I was part of making that happen.”
“Stan has been a friend and mentor to
me for more than 20 years, and his leadership and vision throughout his time at
PULSE have been critical to our success,”
said Dave Schneider, PULSE president.
“He will truly be missed by all.”

pulsenetwork.com

IN CLOSING

Holiday Bikes for Houston Kids
PULSE employees were busy during the
holiday helping Houston-based Elves &
More assemble approximately 500 bikes for
disadvantaged children. Several staffers
donated at least four hours of time at the
bike building facility. PULSE and its
employees had previously contributed

Seconds with...

money to purchase 200 of the bikes they
were going to construct. In all, Houstonarea volunteers built and delivered
approximately 20,000 bicycles to needy
children in 2008.

Warren Coles

Executive Vice President, Operations

Understanding Net Debit Program Costs
In 2009, financial institutions will be
challenged to assess every facet of their
business. Payment product managers will
almost certainly be asked to lower costs
and improve profitability.
To achieve these objectives, managers
must understand both their net revenues
and their costs. In my experience, some
payment program directors do not fully
appreciate their actual revenue, net of
network fees and other expenses, as well
as the equally important contractual pitfalls associated with payment processing.
Some payment providers may focus on
gross revenue or emphasize a single discounted fee, but issuers must factor in the
“small print” of payment agreements and

fee schedules. If an institution is not
certain how to determine its net revenue,
PULSE can help.
A key factor relative to the profitability of a debit program is processing costs.
When considering a payments contract,
here are some things to look for:
• No, or low, annual cost increases,
		 especially for multi-year contracts
• A detailed breakout of all fees and
		 other participant costs
• Clear definitions of any terms you
		 are not familiar with (such as “card
		 royalties” or “marketing fees”)
• An accurate, comprehensive cost
		 analysis including all potential fees
		 associated with debit transactions.

No one can predict what impact rising
unemployment and the general market
downturn will have on debit card usage and
spending in 2009. Regardless, it behooves
every organization to get a better handle on
the revenues and costs associated with its
debit program.
If your organization is looking for a
resource to assist you in analyzing your
revenues, costs and options, I urge you to
contact your PULSE account manager, or
call the client services team at 877-247-8573.
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